The Siren Tale Experience

Hello There!

I'M CHETTARA
A chick with a camera who is addicted to
telling your story as it unfolds. I'm a lover of
tattoos, Disney's Ursula, road trips, dogs, 90s
r&b, halloween, cacti, lavender, queen, jack
daniels, pineapple on pizza, bubble tea, and
quite a few other things. :)

Welcome to the Siren's Den

A tale as old as time...love.
loving your girl
loving your guy
loving each other
and even loving yourself...

I love to capture the intimate, sexy
moments....that look between a
couple, the curve of your hip, the
strength of your bicep, the sexy
playful smiles. My Siren Tale
session will bring your love to life
and create a photograph that will
forever catch a moment when your
body spoke of love in a way words
just can't do.

"Chettara has a captive eye for beauty. During our boudoir photoshoot, she made
me laugh so much and kept me comfortable. We explored different angles
without high expectations for perfection and the shots showed a natural state of
beauty with an edge. Chettara simply knows when to take the shot. A great
experience, overall respectful of my time and comfort level. Originality and
creativity really flowed through the room and the outcomes. I had a great time
shooting and laughed harder than I had all month."

-Siren "A"

deadly, and badass... just like I believe
every woman is (we can remove the
leading sailors to death parts though).
Sometimes it just takes someone else to
bring that out or a shoot like these to
help you view yourself differently. I'm
all for body positivity, self love, and
being your ultimate badass self. Siren
tales are a visual representation of that
for both solos and couples as of late.

You're Straight Up Magic!
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Siren's are beautiful and enchanting,

IN-HOME PACKAGE

Sea Foam
Your Private Space

1-2hrs of Shooting

2 Looks

25

+ Edited Images

(10) 4x6 Prints

$350

STUDIO PACKAGE

LuRe
Natural Light Studio

1-2hrs of Shooting

Up to 3 Looks

30

+ Edited Images

(25) 4x6 Prints

$500

PRIVATE LOFT PACKAGE

Song
Massive Natural Light Space

Multiple Scenes

Up to 2.5hrs of Shooting

Up to 4 Looks

50

+ Edited Images

Choice of (50) 4x6 Prints or
(1) 6x8 Soft Cover Book with 25
Images

$650*
Special pricing available if you and a friend choose to shoot the same day.

ISSA PARTY

Saints & Souls

3

15

+ Sirens (people)

+ Edited Images Per Siren
Up t0 2 Looks Per Siren
4hours of Shooting
Limited Props

Starting at $1,000
Mimosa Bar for Saints & Souls Package is not included. Can be added for an additional fee.

ALL PACKAGES

Include
Styling Assistance

Print Release

Private Online Gallery

"I'm obsessed."

-Siren "S"

The Studio

Private Loft

Locations

"I had been eyeballing your work for awhile now, with hopes of someday getting
the opportunity to make some beautiful art together. We were able to make it
happen and working with you was just as incredible as I had imagined! You have
a way with photos that I haven't seen in many others. The lighting speaks
volumes. The softness yet boldness mixed together with colors makes everything
pop. Your work stands out and is absolutely breathtaking. Such a wonderful
experience to be able to create magic with you! My boyfriend and I had such a fun
time! Thank you a million times over and over. It was something we will never
forget and I cannot wait to get the photos back!"

-Siren "T"

Extra Look:

$75

Hair & Make-up:

$125

Personalized USB:

$50

Extra Time: Based on location.

Layflat Photo Book: Starting at

Keepsake Box: Starting at

Additional Potions

$250

$200

What to Expect
Before your tale, I'll send a list
of Do's and don'ts.

You'll be tasked with making a
playlist. Don't know where to

!SASOMIM & NUF EHT LLA

start? No worries, I got you.

We'll shoot and that same night
you'll get a couple of randomly
selected and edited sneak peeks.

2-4 weeks after your shoot.
You'll get all the goodness!

A SMALL NOTE: I DO NOT PHOTOSHOP
TO ALTER YOUR BODY. YOU ARE AMAZE.
IF YOU DON'T BELIEVE IT, YOU TOTALLY
WILL ONCE WE'RE DONE!

"For the first time I experienced the Siren Tale and Ms. Chettara and her team made
feel me super comfortable and confident, it was almost like I was talking with old
friends doing a cool project together. Ms. Chettara had a way making feel comfortable
in my own skin, she walked through the process of setting up a appointment, having
all my curious questions answered swiftly and thoroughly. But most importantly,
Ms.Chettara revealed and embraced badass siren in me, a experience that I can define
as natural, fearless and dynamic, with her soothing voice and direction I was able to
blossom my inner Fire vivaciously and appreciate the sacred being that I am with
leaving myself with one question that Ms. Chettara asked me and I now agree on is...

“Worried for what?” Thank you for the amazing experience."
-Siren "J"

F.A.Q.
Is there an extra charge for couples?
Nope. :)

Can I get more prints than what's
in my package?
Of course! You can print via your private
online gallery or download and take them
elsewhere to print as you'll be given a print
release.

Is a deposit required?
Yes, There is a non-refundable retainer
of 25

% of your total due at booking.

Can I bring a friend?
You sure can! Your Siren Tale is all
about you. Bring whatever or whoever
makes you feel comfortable.

313-415-3442

SLIATED TCATNOC

Phone Number

Email
psst

@chettaratphotography.com

Let's Make Some Magic!

